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No man spoke to the masses more forcefully and consistently about economic and social justice than Upton
did through his 90 years of life and 90 books and numerous short stories, plays and his commitment to the
working class. Upton Sinclair is most famous for his tremendous book, The Jungle, published in and a best
seller in dozens of languages in most parts of the world. The acclaim earned by The Jungle made Upton a
world wide phenomenon. He is regarded as the pioneer of "muckraking" journalism along with Lincoln
Steffens Upton actually lived amongst the immigrant workers in the Chicago slums to research his work first
hand. Upton wrote this book in and it is highly regarded as a well written and researched account of the
growth of oil in California and the power of the men behind the discovery and exploitation of the workers who
brought it up from the ground. I was completely won over by a dashing and charming character named Lanny
Budd. I discovered these books had been out of print for 50 plus years and were obtainable only on the
secondary market if you wanted the hardbound issues. I made arrangements to buy the other ten books I read
each book in about 5 weeks. He responded that he would like to do that and asked me to become a Patron of
Upton Sinclair in order to bring the entire series back into publication. Frederick Ellis is my partner and friend
and the expert on the production end of the book business. With the publication of these eleven books, he will
have produced over 80 classic radical political, history, philosophy and psychology books a list is at the rear of
each book. So please feel free to browse the "Buy Books" tab or the "Contact" tab and it will put you in
contact with Frederick in Reno, NV - frederick hotmail. This site was my tribute to a wonderful man who
greatly influenced my life, not just about selling the Lanny Budd Series, though these are of course what got
me started with the site. Now you may ask what is so captivating about this series. He is 47 when the last
book, The Return of Lanny Budd is finished in The narrative of this historical series begins in and ends in
There are dozens of adventures, escapes, intrigues, treachery and sub-plots in these beautifully detailed books.
It is like reliving history. There are over pages in this 11 volume series. As you read each page, each chapter
and each book you become more involved with the characters and history as it happened. At 32 pounds overseas shipping is not cheap. So we invite you to learn, enjoy and be a special person owning these volumes
- see below our special guarantee - we have the goods for serious readers. Stephen is a professional reader and
he spent a lot of time doing, really, book reviews of this series - I love the guy.
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Chapter 2 : World Leaders Mark Years Since End Of World War I With Solemn Ceremonies Â« CBS Sacra
Presidential Agent is the fifth book in Upton Sinclair's Lanny Budd series, which chronicles the adventures of a wealthy
American art dealer in Europe who gets actively involved in some of the most important events in 20th-century world
history.

Email Last Updated Nov 11, 8: Trump said at the Suresnes American Cemetery and Memorial in the suburbs
of Paris, where more than 1, Americans who died in the war are buried. Trump was criticized for failing to
visit a different American cemetery about 60 miles outside of Paris Saturday because rain grounded the
helicopter he had planned to take. Earlier in the day, he joined more than five dozen leaders gathered on a
rainy day at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at the base of the Arc de Triomphe a century after guns fell
silent in a global war that killed millions. Trump, a leader who has proudly declared himself a "nationalist"
and advocated an "America First" approach, stood out at a memorial ceremony that focused on international
cooperation. The president and first lady Melania Trump traveled separately from most of the other presidents
and dignitaries, who had gathered earlier at the Elysee Palace and traveled to the ceremony by bus. And
Trump was not present as the other leaders arrived, walking side-by-side in a somber, rain-soaked line holding
black umbrellas as bells finished tolling. They had arrived a few minutes late, missing the exact moment â€”
11 a. But at least one topless woman breached tight security, running into the street and shouting "fake peace
maker" as the cars passed. She had slogans, included the words "Fake" and "Peace," written on her chest.
Police tackled the women and the motorcade continued uninterrupted. The feminist activist group Femen later
claimed responsibility. The ceremony included a speech by French President Emmanuel Macron aimed
directly at the rising tide of populism in the United States and Europe. Trump and other leaders looking on,
Macron warned against the dangers of nationalism and said the "ancient demons" that caused World War I and
millions of deaths are growing stronger. World leaders attend a ceremony the Arc de Triomphe in Paris,
France, as part of the commemorations marking the th anniversary of the November 11, , armistice, ending
World War I, on Sun. AP "Patriotism is the exact opposite of nationalism: Nationalism is a betrayal of
patriotism," he said, adding that, when nations put their interests first and decide "who cares about the others"
they "erase the most precious thing a nation can have Trump has repeatedly branded himself a "nationalist,"
despite criticism from some that the term has negative connotations. At a news conference last week, Mr.
Trump defended his use of the phrase. I love our country," he said, adding: We have a lot of problems. Trump
offered a wide smile. Trump would meet with Putin during the visit. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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The thought of becoming a vegetarian had been on my mind for some time and the impact The Jungle had on
me led me to becoming a vegetarian almost overnight. The degradation and inhumanity towards the workers
and the animals made an indelible impression on me. The movie earned eight Oscar nominations and two
Oscars. I had no knowledge of Lanny and his life up to the point in this, the third of the eleven book series and
the Pulitzer Prize Winner, when he is in his late teens and early twenties. I just found him to be principled and
idealistic and deeply troubled by a conflicted soul. He was living luxurious life. But he is constantly troubled
about the economic, political and social injustices he sees all around Europe. I learn he loves humanity and art
and desires peace, justice and friendship above all things. Lanny was as intriguing a character as I had ever
read. I knew I had to begin with the first book and read the entire series. And oh what an adventure and
odyssey it was to become. But the sheer scope and time covered in this series far exceeded anything I had ever
tackled. I contacted Frederick Ellis about acquiring the other ten books in the series. To my dismay, I found
they were all out of print and had to be purchased on the secondary market. Frederick located all ten and I
purchased them from him. They were all but one Viking Press first editions and near mint condition. I read
them with the eagerness of a child who awaits Santa Claus. It took me about six weeks, some pages to savor
all ten books. Despite having lived in Europe just 15 months of his life, his command of the people, facts and
languages is astounding. It is estimated there are over two million words in these eleven historical novels. You
enjoy the transformation of Lanny from a precocious young teenager to a man of many talents. He is suave
and debonair but a man conflicted about the easy and pleasant life he enjoys and his love and pain for the
poor, the dispossessed and the political tyranny that surrounds his beloved Europe. At age nineteen after an
idyllic childhood spent primarily on the Rivera, mixing with the working people and the rich and powerful he
meets through his father and his business partners and, through his mother and her influential friends, the
upper crust of European social affairs. He accompanies his father to Versailles at the close of World War I as
an interpreter because of his excellent command of foreign languages. He develops lifelong friendships with
important figures he meets at the Peace Conference who play important parts throughout the epic series. Later
novels in this series follow Lanny, as a member of the French Underground, daring rescues of political
prisoners in Spain and Germany through the Second World War and as a special agent for eight years to
President Franklin Roosevelt. Lanny encounters many dangerous missions and has numerous escapes from the
Franco, Mussolini and Hitler gangsters. I also loved these books because of the insight and the behind the
scenes look into the interconnected big cartels that enabled Hitler, Mussolini and Franco to rise to power and
dominate European affairs. The destruction and human costs as a result of the rise of these dictators and their
subsequent actions had a profound effect on the world for decades to come. We meet an enormous number of
people from the aristocracy and big business of Europe. Lanny fulfills his love of art by becoming an art
expert and through the commissions he earns buying and selling masterpieces from the great artists most
importantly, his step-father Marcel Detaze of Europe, he supports himself as well as the causes he believes in.
And it is through his art business and through contacts of his father that he meets the richest and most
powerful and influential leaders in Europe. I decided these books were important historically and became
interested in ways to enable everyone who cherished a fuller understanding of European and United States
history from through to own them. Not a lot has changed as a result of these two great World Wars. Think
about the United States unprovoked invasion of Iraq. As George Bernard Shaw wrote: Sinclair is one of the
not too many writers who have consecrated their lives to the agitation for social justice, and who have also
enrolled their art in the service of a set purpose. He responded that he would like to do that and asked me to
become a Patron of Upton Sinclair in order to bring the entire series back into publication. Only Between Two
Worlds will be two separate books. The other ten will be beautiful single books. I have created a web site for
the series, including detailed summaries for each book and you may purchase the books directly from ou site,
www.
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World War I was not the 'war to end all war,' but it was the beginning of the end. The worst prediction of the past century
- that World War I was "the war to end all war" - looks better in.

Priscilla Harden Sinclair was a strict Episcopalian who disliked alcohol, tea, and coffee. When his father was
out for the night, he would sleep alone in the bed with his mother. Sinclair had wealthy maternal grandparents
with whom he often stayed. This gave him insight into how both the rich and the poor lived during the late
19th century. Living in two social settings affected him and greatly influenced his books. Upton Beall Sinclair,
Sr. He developed a love for reading when he was five years old. He read every book his mother owned for a
deeper understanding of the world. He did not start school until he was 10 years old. He was deficient in math
and worked hard to catch up quickly because of his embarrassment. Upton entered the City College of New
York five days before his 14th birthday, [9] on September 15, He paid the one-time enrollment fee to be able
to learn a variety of things. He would sign up for a class and then later drop it. He also sold ideas to
cartoonists. His only complaint about his educational experience was that it failed to educate him about
socialism. Moir specialized in sexual abstinence and taught his beliefs to Sinclair. He was taught to "avoid the
subject of sex. Despite their close relationship, Sinclair identified as agnostic. When it was published two
years later, it became a bestseller. He ran as a Socialist candidate for Congress. During his years with his
second wife, Mary Craig, Sinclair wrote or produced several films. By the s, however, he had returned to the
party. Wanting to pursue politics, he twice ran unsuccessfully for United States Congress on the Socialist
ticket: He was the party candidate for governor California in , winning nearly 50, votes. During this period,
Sinclair was also active in radical politics in Los Angeles. For instance, in , to support the challenged free
speech rights of Industrial Workers of the World , Sinclair spoke at a rally during the San Pedro Maritime
Strike , in a neighborhood now known as Liberty Hill. The arresting officer proclaimed: Conservatives
considered his proposal an attempted communist takeover of their state and quickly opposed him, using
propaganda to portray Sinclair as a staunch communist. Sinclair had been a member of the Socialist Party
from to , when he became a Democrat, though always considering himself a Socialist in spirit. The expulsions
destroyed the Socialist party in California. Science-fiction author Robert A. In , he published I, Candidate for
Governor: I certainly proved it in the case of EPIC. I think we simply have to recognize the fact that our
enemies have succeeded in spreading the Big Lie. There is no use attacking it by a front attack, it is much
better to out-flank them. He had a small cabin rented for three months and then he moved to a farmhouse. She
was three years younger than him and had aspirations of being more than a housewife. Sinclair gave her
direction as to what to read and learn. Each had warned the other about themselves and would later bring that
up in arguments. They married October 18, Meta became pregnant with a child shortly after they married and
attempted to abort it multiple times. He met her when she attended one of his lectures about The Jungle. They
were married until her death in Sinclair married again, to Mary Elizabeth Willis â€” It was never published.
He was against it. They returned east to Bound Brook, New Jersey. Sinclair died there in a nursing home on
November 25, , a year after his wife. Writing[ edit ] Sinclair devoted his writing career to documenting and
criticizing the social and economic conditions of the early 20th century in both fiction and nonfiction. He
exposed his view of the injustices of capitalism and the overwhelming effects of poverty among the working
class. He also edited collections of fiction and nonfiction. The Jungle[ edit ] His novel based on the
meatpacking industry in Chicago , The Jungle, was first published in serial form in the socialist newspaper
Appeal to Reason , from February 25, , to November 4, It was published as a book by Doubleday in He
intended to "set forth the breaking of human hearts by a system which exploits the labor of men and women
for profit". His descriptions of the unsanitary and inhumane conditions that workers suffered served to shock
and galvanize readers. He is hysterical, unbalanced, and untruthful. Three-fourths of the things he said were
absolute falsehoods. For some of the remainder there was only a basis of truth. He said, "Radical action must
be taken to do away with the efforts of arrogant and selfish greed on the part of the capitalist. Among the
topics covered is the use of yellow journalism techniques created by William Randolph Hearst. Sinclair called
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The Brass Check "the most important and most dangerous book I have ever written. In her autobiography,
Mary Craig Sinclair said she had written the book based on her own experiences as a girl, and Upton
collaborated with her. Sinclair has yet writtenâ€”so much the best that it stands in a class by itself. He outlined
his plans in it. The son of an American arms manufacturer, Budd is portrayed as holding in the confidence of
world leaders, and not simply witnessing events, but often propelling them. As a sophisticated socialite who
mingles easily with people from all cultures and socioeconomic classes, Budd has been characterized as the
antithesis of the stereotyped " Ugly American ". The novels were bestsellers upon publication and were
published in translation, appearing in 21 countries.
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A World to Win I (World's End) by Sinclair, Upton and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books
available now at blog.quintoapp.com

Written in at the pinnacle of the Cold War, this story covers the period between and For all readers who have
reviled in Lannys numerous adventures, travels and conversations with the leading politicians, industrialists,
financial powers and military leaders you will surely enjoy this, the final book, in Uptons great historical
narrative that began when Lanny was 13 years old and just prior to the beginning of World War One. Lanny is
recruited into the Secret Service, which has responsibility for the Treasury Department, to help end Nazi gangs
who are counterfeiting Allied currency in Germany. Remnants of the Nazi regime have stolen plates to print
US and other Allied currency and have hidden millions of dollars in gold whisked away prior to the end of the
War. Lannys boyhood friend and the famous German Komponist, Kurt Meissner is one of the ring leaders in
this conspiracy. He is eventually taken prisoner by the Allies controlling the Western Sector of Berlin. He
promises to cooperate and end his participation in the conspiracy headed by Neo-Nazis to protect his family
and return to his music endeavors. The suspense builds as Lanny leads a group trying to capture the printing
plates and discover where the gold is hidden. The ending will surprise even the most intuitive reader. While on
this mission Lanny is shocked by what he sees in Russian controlled parts of Europe. He questions his own
ideas as to the preaching of peace vis-a-vis arming against yet another tyranny already on the march towards
world domination. Selling the socialism Lanny believes in, while building a military juggernaut and murdering
and imprisoning all opposition. His radio work is an effort to promote peace and understanding for the
German people whom Lanny has loved since boyhood. Lanny is subjected to torture for purporting conspiring
to assassinate Marshall Stalin. The week of the torture is suspenseful and the efforts to find and liberate him
are as exciting as any previous adventure. Lanny is horrified to learn that his half sister, Bess, a lifelong
Communist, is being watched by the FBI, suspected of transmitting secret material to Russians agents. Hansi,
agonized by this development, decides to finally break with Bess, but cooperates with the FBI by pretending
to be a communist himself. This part of the story by itself would be worthy of a full book but the espionage
and counterespionage in the Hansibess family is supplementary tot the larger story of events in Europe. In an
extraordinary story, Lanny is able to foil his interrogators by suggesting that Bess is in fact a counterespionage
agent for the United States. The reader will appreciate the ingenuity Lanny uses to persuade Bess of the evils
of communism after his escape. Please visit our website coming soon at:
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Sinclair had wealthy grandparents with whom he often stayed. This gave him insight into how both the rich
and the poor lived during the late nineteenth century. Living in two social settings affected him greatly and
highly influenced his novels. In , the Sinclair family moved to the Bronx, where Sinclair entered the City
College of New York at the age of thirteen, writing novels and magazine articles to pay for his tuition. He
graduated in and then studied for a time at Columbia University. Sinclair married his first wife, Meta Fuller, in
When it appeared in , it became a bestseller. The colony burned down under suspicious circumstances within
a year. Sinclair then married Mary Craig Kimbrough â€” , a woman who was later tested for psychic abilities.
In these years Sinclair wrote or produced several films. Sinclair died there in a nursing home on November 25,
Aside from his political and social writings, Sinclair took an interest in psychic phenomena and experimented
with telepathy, writing a book entitled Mental Radio which appeared in He moved to Southern California
with an interest in politics, twice running unsuccessfully for Congress on the Socialist ticket: Sinclair ran in
the California gubernatorial election as a Democrat. With , votes, this was his most successful run for office,
though he was still defeated by a sizable margin. Severe dust storms during the period made farming on the
Great Plains impossible, and hundreds of thousands of Southern and Great Plains residents were forced to
migrate westward in the hope of finding work and a new life. Conservatives in California saw it as an
attempted communist takeover of their state and were galvanized in opposition. They used widespread
political propaganda that portrayed Sinclair as a staunch communist, even though American and Soviet
communists disassociated themselves from him as a capitalist. Science fiction author Robert A. Sinclair lost to
Frank F. Merriam in the election and largely abandoned EPIC and politics to return to writing. However, the
race of became known as the first race to use modern campaign techniques like motion pictures. In Sinclair
published I, Candidate for Governor: Of his gubernatorial bids, Sinclair remarked in I certainly proved it in
the case of EPIC. I think we simply have to recognize the fact that our enemies have succeeded in spreading
the Big Lie. There is no use attacking it by a front attack, it is much better to out-flank them. He exposed his
view of the injustices of capitalism and the overwhelming impact of the poverty. In The Jungle , Sinclair gave
a scathing indictment of unregulated capitalism as exemplified in the meatpacking industry. His descriptions
of both the unsanitary conditions and the inhumane conditions experienced by the workers shocked and
galvanized readers. Domestic and foreign purchases of American meat fell by half. The novel carried such
influence that it spurred government regulation of the industry, as well as the passage of the Pure Food and
Drug Act. The Lanny Budd series Between and , Sinclair wrote a series of 11 novels featuring a central
character named Lanny Budd, the son of an American arms manufacturer who moved in the confidence of
world leaders, not simply witnessing events but often propelling them. The protagonist has been characterized
as the antithesis of the "Ugly American", a sophisticated socialite who mingles easily with people from all
cultures and socioeconomic classes. The series covers in sequence much of the political history of the Western
world, particularly Europe and America, in the first half of the twentieth century. Out of print and almost
totally forgotten today, the novels were all bestsellers upon publication and were published in 21 countries.
The novels in the Lanny Budd series are:
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Buy a cheap copy of Presidential Agent I (World's End) book by Upton Sinclair. Free shipping over $

This is the fifth in the seriesâ€” and all the ingredients which apparently made for popularity of the first four
are here again. Lanny turns all efforts into trying to find Trudy and during the period he attempts to carry on as
she would have him. Lanny is given credit for various world-shaping eventsâ€”, the Quarantine Speech, etc;
he has his finger in the Munich-Berchtesgaden-Godesberg affairs. He finds out what he needs to know, and
holds on to the long-range view. The story stops short of the invasion of Poland. All the panoply of luxurious
living is there; the sense of being at the heart of things. Probably many who get little from the papers will feel
better informed on the steps leading to war because of reading these books. It will sellâ€”and rent. Review of
the Lanny Budd series, by Julie Salamon [2] When I was about to turn 12, my mother came across a set of
familiar books in a sale bin at a secondhand bookstore in Cincinnati, about 60 miles from our home in rural
Ohio. She remembered being mesmerized when she read them years before, and bought the entire set for me,
for my birthday. The pages were yellowed, and the red cloth jackets were worn. But I knew the minute I began
reading the Lanny Budd series that this was a significant gift, a sign that my mother considered me very
grown-up. There were 11 volumes in all, covering the first half of the 20th century in 7, pages. These
historical novels engulfed me in the thrilling and terrible imperatives of history that had deeply affected my
parents directly but seemed far removed from my time and place, a placid corner of Appalachia. I assumed
that out in the big world, everyone must know about Lanny Budd. But later, after I left Ohio and lived in
Boston and then Manhattan, I found that no one I met, whether part of the literati or not, had ever heard of the
books. The name of their author, Upton Sinclair, always evoked the same response: They were international
best sellers when they were published by the Viking Pressâ€”primarily in the s, not the 19th century. Their
dust jackets carry blurbs to die for, from luminaries including H. My mother first read the series in the early s,
about the time it was completed. She found Lanny Budd by accident. She was a recent immigrant, and went to
the library hoping to find another book by Sinclair Lewis, whose writing she had enjoyed in Hungarian
translation back in Europe. That case of mistaken literary identity evolved into a literary infatuation. She has
always been a persistent optimist, despite her own grim World War II experiences as a European Jew and
concentration-camp survivor. Along with the books, my mother transmitted her passion to me. I read all 3
million words before my 13th birthday. I could say my neglect came from having so much else to read. No, I
kept away from Lanny because I wanted to keep my fond memories intact. Would Lanny simply seem
ridiculous to me now, like so many heartthrobs from my adolescence? An odyssey of several months began
with these words: He had been born in Switzerland, and spent most of his life on the French Riviera; he had
never crossed the ocean, but considered himself an American because his mother and father were that. He had
traveled a lot, and just now was in a little village in the suburbs of Dresden, his mother having left him while
she went off on a yachting trip to the fiords of Norway. He would eat their foods, pick up a smattering of their
languages, and hear stories about strange ways of life. Born in , he was the illegitimate child of an American
arms merchant and his mistress, named Beauty, who raised their son on the Riviera while her ex-lover
maintained a respectable life with a wife and children in Connecticut. Over the course of the series, Lanny
became a participant in almost every moment significant to Western history in the first half of the 20th
century. He operated as a secret agent for President Franklin D. He spoke many languages fluently, casually
quoted from Goethe and Byron, dabbled in both physics and metaphysics, and was a socialist and feminist
while always behaving like a Victorian gentleman. Yet I also understood why Lanny Budd had fallen out of
fashion. Sinclair, who had been a muckraking journalist, wrote the books with deadline urgency. And he was
facing a deadline, a big one. World War II was well under way in Europe when he began. Character
development is not of primary concern: Lanny is a man of action, not introspection. The insouciance with
which he handles adversity, so admirable when I was a child, can now seem an annoying absence of
psychological depth. Surely there is enough there to compel at least some of the minions devoted to the
History Channel. I wanted to talk to somebody about the books. My own family had patiently endured my
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tendency to evoke the series in conversations covering a wide variety of subjects, especially Iraq and Karl
Rove. On the Internet I found Andrew Simon, a retired engineering professor living in Florida who six years
ago began a publishing company called Simon Publications simonpublications. Simon considers long-lost
classics, mainly history books. Four years ago, Mr. I spoke to him on the telephone and discovered we had
other connections. Like my mother, he spoke Hungarian, and he had lived in Ohio for 30 years, teaching civil
engineering at the University of Akron. He had read the Lanny Budd series in Hungary, in the late s, but said
he had to wait until immigrating to the United States to read the final volume because of its anti-Communist
views. What drew him to the books? She told me she had been trying to revive interest in Sinclair for a
decade, since a friend handed her one of the Lanny Budd novels. He is the subject of a chapter in Upton
Sinclair: Radical Innocent, a biography by Anthony Arthur scheduled for publication by Random House next
year []. Professor Arthur, a retired professor of literature at California State University in Northridge, told me
he, too, had been wondering why the Lanny Budd books had more or less disappeared. Sinclair was
condescended to by intellectuals who said he was writing for the middle class with a mild interest in ideas and
negligible grasp of issues. Lanny Budd and Inflation: Copies of the hardcover edition are out of print but can
be found on the Internet for varying prices. In Simon Publications brought the books out again, with each
novel divided into two volumes. They are available through most bookstores and Internet distributors, or can
be ordered directly from simonpublications. For more information, contact info simonpublications. Box ,
Phoenix, Ariz. Here is the Lanny Budd series in order of publication. Page numbers and dates refer to the
original edition. The brief descriptions of the first 10 volumes were taken from the dust jacket of The Return
of Lanny Budd. Between Two Worlds, ; Pages. From The Treaty of Versailles to the crash pf Dragons Teeth,
; Pages. Pulitzer Prize Winner ; to â€” The Nazis rise to power. Wide Is The Gate, ; Pages. From Munich to
the German occupation of Paris. A World To Win, ; Pages. One Clear Call, ; Pages. D-Day to President
Franklin D. The Return Of Lanny Budd, ; pages. Downloaded January 17,
Chapter 8 : Upton Sinclair - Worlds-End Series
Between and , Sinclair wrote a series of 11 novels featuring a central character named Lanny Budd. He was the son of
an American arms manufacturer who moved in the confidence of world leaders, not simply witnessing events but often
propelling them.
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